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Twitter0 A few months ago, the folks at Saber Grills contacted me and asked if I would like to do a review of
one of their grills the Saber Cast to be exact. They delivered the grill and it sat in the garage for a few months
while many a project was completed before baby number three arrived and then when he did, the review got
pushed back further still. It is a fantastic piece of grilling equipment. Really intuitive and pretty well done. The
first thing I noticed after assembling it is it is really heavy. It weighs in at over pounds for a four burner grill
one of the burners is a side burner. The steel is heavier gauge than most stainless grills. Lots of moving parts,
but all well made moving parts! Look at that pristine grill grate! It has a secondary cooking area on a rear
upper rack that I feel every grill ever made should have: After assembly, it is recommended to coat the grates
with grape seed oil and give it a high burn for about an hour to season the grates and cook off all the remnants
of the manufacturing process. Oil both pieces of the each grill grate After an hour, the grates turn a light
copper color with a little oil yet to burn off in the corner: It will burn off after a few more cooks. Now time to
put some meat on the grill. It was national Filet Mignon day, so I felt that was the perfect inaugural cookout:
Oh, my are those some fantastic grill marks! Infrared grills do something magical for steaks. Not only are the
grill marks outstanding, but infrared grills produce juicier meat over standard gas grills. If you are a steak
fiend like myself, then an infrared grill is a must. Some will argue that all these grills can do is steaks and
burgers. Because I tossed on some roma tomatoes as well as that steak: When the tomatoes were done, I tossed
them on that upper rack and pulled my steaks to rest: And just what is that on the grill? Oh, but yes it can:
Grilled Salad This is starting to turn into a well rounded meal despite gas grills only being good for steaks and
burgers. Here is a link to the most popular post on our site, the Grilled Romaine Salad. And while giving this
Saber a run through I did some planked salmon: Smoking on a gas grill? Salmon and white asparagus To sum
up the good: Outstanding quality Grills everything wonderfully from steaks and salmon to asparagus and
tomatoes Perfect sear marks Ability to smoke on it Last, by no means least, the meat is juicier than regular gas
grills Now to the bad, and the list is very short. I will say, after touching that end piece of the handle a second
time, I never touched it again. Something about pain shooting up the palm that conditions the pitmaster rather
quickly. Now the other bad part of this grill and just about any grill with the under grate thermometers like
these: Under burner thermometers That burner is set to low and it is showing as on the thermometer. When it
is on high, it goes above Seems like there is little difference between low and high, except when I had all the
burners on low, my Thermapen showed a much different temperature inside the cooking chamber: I mean it is
a must have for any serious griller. You can see all the cool specs on these things here. Oh, and remember the
blue ones read the fastest! Now back to the review. The under grate thermometers are too close to the burners
and give a false high temperature. I thought they were really cool, but when they show degrees in 10 seconds
yet I can hold my hand over the grill for another 10 seconds, there is something not right there. To sum up the
bad: The brackets for the handle get pretty hot The under grate thermometers look cool but are not very
accurate Now on to the ugly. No grill is perfect. Albeit, this one had much fewer flaws than the vast majority
of grills out there. The ugly consists of two things. One is a small dent on the side burner shelf that could only
be seen from this angle: These things happen in shipping. It will not impact the food it makes whatsoever.
Cleaning them is kind of a pain and there is no way to do it without getting really dirty. So wear some latex
gloves and an apron. With the prices high end grills bring in these days, absolutely.
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I agree to receive email updates when new information is posted. By clicking submit, you are agreeing to our
privacy policy. We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising
program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon. If you are not from Oklahoma,
you might think I am a bit crazy for posting a recipe involving bologna. After all we would not want to keep
the secret of barbecue bologna all to ourselves here in Oklahoma. And actually, I have no idea if this is just an
Oklahoma thing. I do know that I had not heard of it until moving to Oklahoma. And a lot of people here call
it Oklahoma Prime Rib, so maybe it is just an Oklahoma thing. Now, really some of you may think I am
joking about barbecue bologna, but I am not. It truly is served and loved by many people here in Oklahoma.
My husband and in-laws could not believe that I had never had, or even heard of barbecue bologna. The only
way I had ever had or seen bologna was the kind that you buy sliced in the package at the store. The kind you
eat on a regular old sandwich. But I quickly learned that in Oklahoma they take their bologna seriously. Last
month we served this at a church picnic and I could not believe how popular it was. My husband thought that
there would be plenty of meat with just barbecue pork and barbecue bologna, but I insisted we also do chicken
because I was not sure many people would eat the bologna. Well, was I wrong. I think more people ate
bologna than anything else. Everyone Okay almost everyone loved it. Now here is where I admit, that
although my family loves barbecue bologna, I am not a huge fan of it. I have told my husband many times that
bologna is bologna no matter how you serve it. But since the rest of my family, and most of our friends and
family enjoy it, I do fix barbecue bologna a few times a year. Now, after all that are you curious how it is
done. It is actually really easy. First you buy your bologna like this. See, I told you we take our bologna
seriously in Oklahoma. Right next to the rest of the lunch meats, and small packages of bologna, you can find
a 5 lb round chunk of bologna. Unwrap the bologna and cut a slice into the bologna. This helps the smoke
flavor go all the way through the bologna. Rub the bologna with a barbecue dry rub. I use Head Country
because it is really good and it is a local Oklahoma company. You can easily use a different dry rub or even a
homemade one. Place the bologna on a smoker. I use my Weber smoker, but you can easily do this on any
smoker type barbecue. Smoke for about 3 hours. We keep the smoker at about degrees. And we have used
various woods for the smoked flavor in this. So, just use your favorite. After 3 hours, the bologna will be nice
and browned and have a smoked flavor. Remove the bologna from the grill and slice. Serve with barbecue
sauce and enjoy! Most people eat this sliced served with sauce or served as a sandwich. We like to use Head
Country because it is our favorite barbecue sauce and it is a local Oklahoma company. Now, do you all think I
am crazy? Or have you had barbecue bologna?
3: 5 Best BBQ Grills - Nov. - BestReviews
The best grills have grates that are made of cast iron, which delivers a better cooking experience and is easier to clean
than stainless steel. How Much Does a Gas Grill Cost? You can potentially spend thousands of dollars on a gas grill.

4: Mobile and built-in barbeques from BeefEater Australia
WeberÂ® Q Gas Barbecue 43 x 32 cm, Titanium WeberÂ® Q Gas Barbecue 43 x 32 cm, Titanium Weber uses cookies
to ensure you a better service.

5: â–· Blaze Grills 32" 4-Burner vs Weber Summit S Reviews, Prices, Specs and Alternatives
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Summerset Sizzler Pro 32 inch natural gas grill is quality you can afford. Added lights and a new cooking system the Pro
Series is a premium product.

6: Gas grill Ratings
The Holland Liberty Gas Grill is currently the least expensive of the Holland Grills, with a list price well under $USD. Like
all Holland Grills, the Liberty has a single cast iron burner under a metal deflector plate that separates the fire from the
cooking chamber.

7: â–· Blaze Grills 32" 4-Burner vs Delta Heat DHBQ38RS: Reviews, Prices, Specs and Alternatives
Lion Premium Grills L 32" Natural Gas Grill Also, the Lion runs hotter than the BBQ Galore and seems to have better
heat at the edges. On the minus-side, the.

8: Barbecue Bologna Oklahoma Prime Rib
Shop gas & charcoal grills, outdoor kitchen equipment, pizza ovens, & more at BBQ Guys! Build your perfect outdoor
kitchen with free shipping on most orders.

9: Saber Grill Review: The Good, A Little Bad and a Tiny Bit of Ugly | GrillinFools
Electric barbecues Barbecue Without Limits. Invite friends for a rooftop barbecue, or let loose after a busy day in the
office. Plug in your electric barbecue, gather the ingredients, and set the table for two or whoever shows up.
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